We present a general scheme for describing su(N ) k fusion rules in terms of elementary couplings, using Berenstein-Zelevinsky triangles. A fusion coupling is characterized by its corresponding tensor product coupling (i.e. its Berenstein-Zelevinsky triangle) and the threshold level at which it first appears. We show that a closed expression for this threshold level is encoded in the Berenstein-Zelevinsky triangle and an explicit method to calculate it is presented. In this way a complete solution of su(4) k fusion rules is obtained.
Introduction
Berenstein and Zelevinsky recently made a remarkable contribution to the classic problem of computing su(N ) triple tensor product multiplicities [1] . They found these multiplicities to be identical to the number of triangles (hereafter called BZ triangles)
defined by a set of non-negative integers satisfying certain conditions. Each BZ triangle is associated to a particular coupling of three integrable highest weight representations of su(N ).
On the other hand, every coupling of a given triple tensor product can be decomposed into a product of elementary couplings. This decomposition is unique once the redundancies (syzygies) are eliminated (see for instance [2] and references therein). Here we show that the BZ triangles provide a powerful tool for the description of these elementary couplings. In this framework, elementary couplings are put in correspondence with basic BZ triangles. Then, the decomposition of a coupling into a product of elementary ones is translated into a sum of basic triangles. We provide a method of construction of the set of basic BZ triangles and we observe that syzygies can be characterized in a very simple way.
Next, BZ triangles are used to describe fusion coefficients, or, equivalently, restricted tensor product multiplicities. The latter refer to the truncated tensor product for U q (su(N )) (universal enveloping algebra of the quantum deformations of su(N )) when q is a root of unity [3, 4, 5] . On the other hand, fusion coefficients correspond to the multiplicity of the scalar representation in the triple product of three integrable representations of the Kac-Moody algebra su(N ) k at some fixed level k [6, 7, 8] . The link between these dual descriptions is q N+k = 1 [9] . For definiteness, we will use the language of fusion rules.
The physical framework for fusion rules is conformal field theory. In this context, fusion rules specify the conformal families (with their multiplicies) of the various fields arising in the expansion of the operator product of two fields in given conformal families.
Each conformal family is characterized by its lowest state, called a primary field. For the special case of WZNW model with spectrum generating algebraĝ k , primary fields are in one-to-one correspondence with integrable representations ofĝ k [7, 10] .
Fusion coefficients are uniquely characterized by [11, 12] (1) the corresponding tensor product coefficients;
(2) the set of minimum levels {k
0 }, at which the various couplings, labelled by (i), will first appear.
In other words, every fusion coupling can be fully characterized by a BZ triangle and a threshold level k
0 . Here we argue that k
0 is encoded in the data of the corresponding BZ triangle.
Our results on fusion rules are presented as a set of observations and conjectures.
They are illustrated by two examples: su(3) k and su(4) k .
BZ triangles.
An su(3) BZ triangle, describing a particular coupling associated to the triple product λ ⊗ µ ⊗ ν, is a triangular arrangement of nine non-negative integers:
These integers are related to the Dynkin labels of the three integrable highest weights by
and they further satisfy the so-called hexagon conditions
These last conditions mean that the length of opposite sides in the hexagon are equal, the length of a segment being defined as the sum of its two vertices. An su(3) BZ triangle is thus composed of one hexagon and three corner points.
Each pair of indices ij, i < j, on the labels of the triangle indicates association with a positive root of su (3) . If e i are orthonormal vectors in R N , then the positive roots of su(N ) can be represented in the form e i − e j , 1 ≤ i < j ≤ N. The triangle encodes three sums of positive roots: 
Furthermore, the su(4) BZ triangle contains three hexagons: The su(N ) generalization is obvious; the triangle is built out of (N − 1)(N − 2)/2 hexagons and three corner points.
The relation between BZ triangles and tensor product multiplicities is the following:
For a fixed triplet (λ, µ, ν) of highest weights of integrable representations, the number of possible BZ triangles gives the multiplicity of the scalar representation in the triple tensor
Example 1:
The five BZ triangles associated to the su(4) tensor product (1, 2, 1) ⊗3 are: (1 := −1) and the c i are integers. For example, the five BZ triangles of (2.9) can be
Basis for BZ triangles.
From the linearity of the conditions defining the BZ triangles, it is clear that every BZ triangle can be decomposed into a sum of basic triangles whose entries take values in the set {0, 1}. We give a construction of a minimal set of basic triangles.
Three basic triangles are easily described: they have 0 ′ s everywhere and a single 1 at one of the three corners. The other basic triangles have 0 at each corner and some 1's distributed among the hexagons such that each hexagon contains at most three 1's (actually, it can have zero, two or three 1's), with at least one hexagon being non empty.
Every inequivalent irreducible distribution produces an independent basic triangle.
Example 2:
The su(3) basic triangles are With this notation and the hexagon ordering 1 2 3
, one can write the full set of basic triangles (that is the full set of elementary couplings) for su (4): (compare with [14, 15] )
A 2 = 000
A 3 = 000
The underlined zero means that one places a 1 at the corner adjacent to the corresponding but it is reducible, e.g.: 3 ′ 32 = 3 ′ 30 + 002.
Characterization of the syzygies
The decomposition of a general BZ triangle into a sum of basic triangles is unique only after all the redundancies are eliminated. From the point of view of BZ triangles, For su(3) there is thus only one syzygy, namely (4.2). In terms of elementary couplings, it reads E 7 E 8 = E 1 E 3 E 5 . An example of the second type for su (4) is
The full list contains 15 syzygies, among which only three are of the second type:
Fusion coefficients and threshold levels.
Recall that a fusion triple product refers to a product (denoted by ×) of three integrable highest weight representations of a Kac-Moody algebraĝ at some positive integer level k. Such representations are characterized by a highest weight whose Dynkin labels are integers and satisfy the inequality (λ, θ) ≤ k, where θ is the longest root. To λ we then associate the affine weightλ obtained by the addition of a zeroth Dynkin label λ 0 = (λ, θ)−k.
Hence all the Dynkin labels of the highest weight of an integrable representation, including the zeroth one, must be non-negative integers. The fusion coefficients N (k) λμν gives the multiplicity of the scalar representation in the triple productλ ×μ ×ν.
The method of generating functions for fusion rules [11] as well as the depth rule [7, 12] , suggest that an efficient description of fusion coefficients consists in specifying the minimum level at which every coupling is first allowed (see also [13] ). We label the couplings by an index (i) running from 1 to N λµν , and denote the threshold level associated to the coupling
0 . We will assume that the couplings are ordered such that k
. Then the relation between fusion coefficients and the data N λµν and {k
and
For later reference, we recall how the group of outer automorphisms O(ĝ) acts on fusion coefficients [16] :
A, A ′ and A ′′ are three elements of O(ĝ). For su(N ), any element of the outer automorphism group can be written as a power of a, defined as
(We use square brackets when the zeroth Dynkin label is included and parentheses otherwise.)
Elementary couplings for fusion rules.
An arbitrary fusion coupling (λ ×μ ×ν) (i) may be expressed as a product of the elementary fusion couplings F j :
Before the syzygies are taken into account, this decomposition is not unique. Each elementary coupling F j has a threshold level k 0 (F j ). In reference [11] it was conjectured that there exists a choice of elementary couplings, and a way to eliminate their syzygies, such that the decomposition (6.2) is unique, and
Here we assume the validity of this conjecture.
Let us now describe the set {F j }. First, it contains all elementary couplings for tensor products, which we denote by {E j }. Their k 0 value is easily computed using tensor product multiplicities and the affine Weyl group [8] . The results always turn out to be given by:
where |E j | is the sum of the Dynkin labels of the three weights in the coupling E j , and [ ] stands for the integer part.
Example 5:
Directly from eq. (6.4) one has:
Now consider the affine extension of the couplings {E j } at level k 0 (E j ), which we denote as E j . At least for su(N ≤ 5), all possible actions of the outer automorphism group on these E j 's produce the remaining elements in the set {F j }. Write the finite form of these extra elements as AE j . Clearly one has k 0 (AE j ) = k 0 (E j ). The augmented set is not minimal, however, since many couplings of the form AE j can be decomposed into products of those in the set {E j }.
For su(N ≤ 5), the minimal set of fusion elementary couplings includes {E j }, the set of tensor product elementary couplings (with k 0 (E j ) given by (6.4)). All other fusion elementary couplings may be obtained from (1, 0, ..., 0, 1) (1, 0, ..., 0, 1) (1, 0, ..., 0, 1) (with k 0 = 2) by the action of the outer automorphism group, with one weight fixed. For su (2) and su(3), the set {E j } is sufficient.
Example 6:
For su(3), the coupling (1, 1)(1, 1)(1, 1) at level 2 can be obtained from E 7 E 8 . For and C 1 C 2 C 3 , which both give k 0 = 3 (since k 0 (A i ) = k 0 (C i ) = 1). The idea is thus to forbid C 1 C 2 C 3 , and replace it by a new elementary coupling with k 0 = 2, denoted say by F .
Threshold level of arbitrary couplings.
We now present our main conjecture, which leads to an explicit expression for k Conjecture : Before eliminating syzygies, i . When they have the same value of k 0 , which product is forbidden is immaterial.
Example 7:
For su(3), the only redundancy is E 7 E 8 = E 1 E 3 E 5 with left hand side having k 0 = 2, and right hand side k 0 = 3. Hence one should eliminate E 1 E 3 E 5 . For su (4) , one eliminates all the products on the l.h.s of the first nine syzygies given in (4.5); for the remaining six (and as far as the calculation of k 0 is concerned), the choice is arbitrary.
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